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TO EXPLORE THOROUGHI-'/ THË SCRIPTURES ANDÏI-{EIR MEANING . .. TO UNDENSTAND AS ËIJLLY AS
POSSIBLE THË WORLD IN WI-IICH'THE CI.lURCH
LIVFS AND HAS HËR MISSION.,,IO PIIOVIDE A
VFNICLË FOR COMft4UNICATING THË ME,SNING OI-
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CON'f IMPORARY WORLD,"
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
x
What we have h<¡re is an aitempt
to redeem a series of publication de-
lays by combining two regular-sized
issues into one larger nunrber. I think
you will realize, when you digest the
contents of lhis over-sized issue, that
you haven'l been short-changed.
FoL one thing, a sl,udy of "walking
out," such as that done here bv Carl
and Connie Lloyd, is long overdue.
You know the story--tired of tradi-
tionalisnr or the lack of freedom, a
srnall group leaves the local esùablish,
ment. They try rneeting in honres,
then in rented facilities. Soon ihey
discover that some of the same old
problems exist-personality differ-
ences, different views of the Holy
Spirit or the piano, whel,her to hire a
minister and have yct another budgr:1,,
the absence of a Sunday School and
systematic training of the young.
Is ii worih it? Is the new any bet-
ter than the old? 'Ihe Llo)¡ds don't
attempt to answer that quesfion, but
they provide valuable daùa for partic-
ular groups to answer it Lhemselves.
And, thankfully, ihey give us their
adtnittedly subjeciive interpretation,
avoiding the pretense in sorne socio-
logical work that it is value-less. We
hope their work will assist both re-
newal groups in measuring llieir pro-
gress, and "mainline" churches wh<>
should have been flexible eltough to
tnakc such walh-oui,s urrnt,cessary in
the first place. (See Michael I{all's
article along ihat Iine, ùoo.)
Also in tl'ris issue, several pieces
confront us with hor,v, and to whal
extent, the world*ìristory and exper-
ience, noL just the word.-is to in-
form the church. 'I'he fhoughtful
article beginning on ¡rage16 is by Bob
Burgess, a new Mlssior¿ frustee who is
already prorring how valuable he is l,o
have around this journalistic place.
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Renewal Ëroup$:
Þo TheyWork?
By CARL and CONNIE LLOYD
Almost every large city in the land now has
one or more fellowships of people who have felt
it necessary to separate from the "mainline
Church of Christ" for freedom's sake. Often
known as "walk-out" gtoups, these fellowships
themselves would perhaps rather be known as
"renewal" churches. Many of them have the as-
sumption, rooted deeply in the Restoration heri-
tage, that personal commitment to Jesus leads to
a progressively restoring ìife. They also feel that
the "mainline" church has replaced that motif
with a philosophy that they have already been
restored. Thus, remnants with a spirit of renewal
are springing up on every hand. Proceecling in
Iove, bent on unity, and shooting for heaven,
these folk are promising to renew the restorlng
spirit.
Over the last two years we have studied re-
newal groups to see whether they worh. Are the
negative points which caused them to "walk out"
actually overcome? Can they stay true to their
ideals? To answer such questions, we talked with
eight renewal churches in eleven states, varying
in age from two to eleven years. The following
report is a r:ompendium of our studies, impres-
sions, perceptions, and suggestions-hardly an at-
tempt to be totally objective, but a summary
description of our findings ar-rd feelings.*
SOCIOTOG ICAL BACKG ROU ND
Our study supports the view that churches
foìlow one of two main sociological paths: one
is known as furzctionalism, and the other follows
conf lict theory.
Fu nc tio nalist C hurche s
Our theory is that most mainline churches fol-
low the first path-they are functional in nature.
A functionalist believes that existing social pat-
terns benefit society. Without social systems and
institutions mankind would degenerate' But with
them, evil or dysfunctional forms of human be-
havior disappear or are at least suppressed.
Within this functional order ¿uises a certain
stratification. Social equality is neither possible
nor desirable.'fhe best leaders arise naturally, and
assume a hierarchy. Attempts to usurp the au-
thority of this hierarchical system are out of
place. Social harmony for the majority is the
supreme good, while less attention can be given
to the few who may be disadvantaged by the
system.
Institutions arise in part to protect the func-
tional system. They set patterns of harmony and
cooperation, sometimes demanding conformity
and thwarting change, which is viewed as dys-
functional. The individual's desires are to be sub-
jected to institutioual needs. One is not to ask
what his society cau do for him, but rather what
he can do for the society. "Love it or leave it" is
a good motto for a functionalist; and the preva'
lence of this slogan on our automoloile bumpers
is a sign 1,hat a large number of Americans live
The Lloyds worh witlt a renewal church itt Ithaca, New
York, where, Carl helps support himself as a cttrpenter.
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*We based our testings on the studies of R' ['. Bales
(Interaction Profile Analysis), Sherif, Asch, and Moreno
(Social Pressures), Strodtbeck and Mann (Sex Roles),
antì Georg Sinrnlel (Eihnomethodology).
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within the functioitalist framework.
It should be obvious that most mainline
churches are functionalist" Total membership
concerns are stressed over individual needs. A
stratified or hieralchical leadership is in control.
Challenges to the existing structure are viewed
as a threat or, in this context, a sin. Frequent
judgments of the trueness of individual belief are
necessary in order to protect the body politic.
Harmony, cooperation and stability are revered
concepts because they are central for the survival
of the institution. If change comes at all, it must
be slow and graclual. An almost phobic depen-
dence on the church is fostered. Individual ex-
pressions of diversity are made to appear threat-
peoplc. Interaction and fellowship are erìcour-
aged because in this way neetds can be macle
known and met.
Again, while most renewal groups fall in this
classification, it would be unusual to find one
which fits all these concepts. Likewise, some of
the characteristics of a conflict-thr:ory gr.oup
may be found in mainline gtoups. Still, conflict
groups are frequentìy formed in reaction to the
functionalist outlook, and this is the source of
many renewal churches.
From Jesus to Systems
It can be argued that Jesus was a conflict the-
orist. He constantly sought change, and he dealt
death blows to the religious institutions and
It can be argued that Jesus was a conflict theorist. He
constantly sought change, and he dealt death blows to the religious
institutions and leaders who used religion to make individuals conform.
ening to its survival, and to the spiritual welfare
of the individual.
It would be unfair to imply that every main-
ìine church holds all these concepts to be valid.
It would be equally misleading to claim that all
renewal groups have been able to free themselves
from what, in our view, are the negative aspects
of functionalism. We do feel, however, that most
mainline churches do fall in this category.
C o nf lic t- t he ory Cltur c he s
Persons and groups in this category believe
that change is essential and ever-present. People
and their needs are continually in flux. The in-
dividual's needs are all-important, and progress is
seen in the light of how well he or she is served.
These needs far outweigh the needs of the'sys-
tem or the institution. Harmony and unity are
of less importance than freedom for diversity.
These groups tend to have greater room for
equality among members rather than a hierarchy
of leaders. Leaders are responsible for adapting
the system to the nr:eds of individuals. They do
not attempt to force conformity. Stereotypr:s
and expectations are minimized because of the
respected uniqueness of persons.
Conflict-theory groups in the church are often
especially sensitive to hierarchical leadership. In-
stead, mutual rninistries, mutual decisions, and
total Body interaction are sought. The leaders
who arise in such groups do so because of their
ability to changr: the system to benefit the
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leaders who used religion to make individuals
conform (cf. Matt. 23). He did not say that all
systems are evil, but he insisted that they be
geared to meet human needs: "The Sabbath was
made for man, not man for the Sabbath."
For Jesus, traditions, creeds, and human sys-
tems destroyed the intended purpose of the Law.
Intended to be a holy teacher, the Law had been
reduced to a talked-about book with little prac-
tical help for the individual. The people were
being taught to depend on the system as the holy
teacher. A biz¿ure assortment of assumptions,
folkways, intentions, rules of thumb, pious illus-
trations, and unconnected observations were set
forth as the people's religion. A hierarchy of re-
ligious leaders had developed, but thr:y wr:re
more appointed than anointed! (See Mait. 23:1-3
in The Liuing Bible.) They were more concemed
with preserving the system than in receiving th<:
Savior. Instead of feeding God's floch, they fed
upon it (Matt. 2l:12ff .).
But Jesr-rs did not fit this system. LIe empa-
thized with people tnore than with the leaders'
religious tradition. He did not condemn human
needs, but met them (Jn. 4:6ff.). Hr: instigated
change in the stagnant system that had fed noth,
ing but itself. He even redefined reality, saying
that it was not found in a system or in visible
actions, but in the unseen recesses of the heart
(Matt. 6:1ff.). Reality was God and his concern
for people.
Since renewal groups typically re-ernphasize
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the centrality of Jesus, they often embody much
of the foregoing characteristics of his life. This
c¡rientation prndttces a basic difference in how
they view leadership, systems, people, and his-
tory. It changes their concept of what and who
the church really is. Any laws accepted are gen-
erally geared to instruct or nourish, rather than
to confine or restrict the members. Change is a
welcome experience without which growth can-
not occur.
The question is, How successful are they?
RË$ËÂRCl'i ffiË$utïs
The table below is an attempt to ânswer
twelve questions about renewal groups' Some
ar"e: Do they grow numerically and spiritually?
Are they, in keeping with the above theories,
person-centered? How do they relate to the doc-
trine and practice of rnainline churches? Each of
the eight groups studied is rated on a scale of I
to 5 or 1 to 10. Following the table are com-
ments relating to each of the twelve issues on
which the group was rated.
Congregation No.
1. Growth in size ( low= I )
2. Iluangelistic (low:1 )
3. Growth in spiritual
insights (low:1)
4. Affinity with Churches
of Christ (low:l)
5. Doctrinal threshoLds
(few=10)
6. Peer pressure to
conform (low:10)
7. Leo,dership actiuity
(low=1)
8. Leadership dependency(low:10)
9. Male dominance
(low=1)
10. Person-centered
(lout:1 )
11. Socio-emotional(low:])
12. Group interaction
( lotu: I )
NËNËWAL GROUP RI\TINGS
2 10
B, B
Optimum expectation
10
t0
105
( Co tzt inu ed rLex I page )
10
10
10
10
10
t010
IO
t0
666.5AL28
65 62 56 72 B3 50 54 B4
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NOTES
1. Growth in size was determined by the number of
people added to the original group. A score of 5 was
given for the group if its size was maintained at the ori-
ginal level. Any number below 5 indicates a loss of
members.
2. Evangelistic thrusi was determined by the amount
of active participation in three areas: organized group
efforts, individual sharing, and total involvement within
the community. (Does the community know that the
group is preseni?)
3. This data concerning spiritual growth was deter-
mined by verbal reply from various members.
4. Affinity with traditional Churches of Christ was
gauged according to (a) the name worn, (b) ihe struc'
ture of worship, (c) doctrinal similarities. An optimum
score of 5 was allowed in order for each group to main-
tain contact with its religious heritage.
5. Doctrinal thresholds depict the number of visible
areas into which the group finds tension when entering.
For instance, can the group interact concerning wom-
en's rights, leadership, new definitions (i.e. "hell," etc.),
while maintaining group solidarity. The point at which
solidarity is destroyed is the threshold. (Bales'Interac-
tion Process Analysis [IPA] scores were used to reveal
these thresholds.)
6. Peer pressure was determined through the tabula-
tion of scores according to Bales' IPA. If conformity
was gained through peer interaction, then such pressure
was present.
Two groups reported a lack of
personal growth and ¡nsights.
Both formed out of political
pett¡ness, not sp¡ritual desires.
7. Leadership activity was gauged according to our
subjective analysis of leaders' attempts to "carry the
entire load." An optimum score of 5 was granted for any
group which (a) had recognized leaders and (b) had
leaders who guided and taught. Lower scores were given
for those groups possessing no recognizable leadership.
Higher scores were given for leaderships which tended to
prod and establish doctrines rather than to guide and
counsel. A score of 10 indicates potential for overbearing
leadcrs, in our judgmenü.
8. The degree of leadership dependency was deter-
mined through (a) Bales' IPA scores when dealing with
peer pressure asserted by leaders, (b) ihe amount of
verbal dependence upon leaders for total group activity,
and (c) tabulaiing the pelcentage of total group interac-
tion while leaders were present, as opposed to when they
were not present.
9. l\{ale dominance was determined by (a) tabulating
the number of Bales' IFA scores for each of his twelve
categories, and then aligning them according to the gen-
der of the participant (i.e., females are generally viewed
as socio-emotional while males are task centered), (b) the
ö30
degree of freedom wl,ich the females had to guide, di-
rect, and interact. A score of 5 would i¡rdicate sexual
equality, while higher scores lean toward male dom-
inance.
10. Person-centeredness was determinetl by the
arnount of group pressnre that was applied upon indi-
divuals to conform to group norms. Lower scores mean
that the group demanded that the person change. Higher
scores depict the group's efforts to change while aiding
the individual.
11.. The socio-emotional impact of the gror-rp was de-
termined again through Bales' IPA scores. Basically, we
looked at how stressful situations were handled by each
group. If a group had problems wiih tasks of any sort,
their score was low. If they could accornplish tasks while,
at the same time, maintaining a high degree of solidarity,
their score was very high.
12. When dealing with group interaction, we arbiirar-
ily tabulated percentages of overall interaction. If 50
percent of the grou¡r inüeracted (regardless of amount or
degree), the score was randomly set at 5.'l'he more in-
teraction, the higher the score.
CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions can be clrawn from this
table. We mention only a few.
First, those groups which have the greatest
community impact (i.e., group evangelism ef-
forts, personal sharing, and invoìvement) are also
those groups which are:
. most person-centered
. more socio-emotional in import
. have the fewest visibìe ties with mainline
Churches of Christ
. have fewer limits over doctrinal thresholds
. have less peer pressure to conform
. have official leaders who ate acttvely involved
. have leaders who create no overt group de-
pendency upon themselves
. have greatest group interaction and fellowship
. have more sex role equality
(Basicaìly, see groups 5 and B.)
Those groups possessing a high degree of in-
teraction with strong socio-emotional ties do not
necessarily have less peer pressure or more com-
munity outreaoh (see groups 1, 2, and 3). 'fhe
degtee of affinity with traditional Chuuches of
Christ does not, of itself, drastically affect con-
gregationaì impact.
It is interesting to note that only two gToups
reported a real lack in their personal growth in
spiritual insights. Tl"lis is perhaps accounted for
by the fact that both of these groups formed out
of political pettiness rather than out of spiritnal
desires (see groups 6 and ?).
In areas of leadership it, is noteworthy that
those groups with ìittle ar:tive leadership were
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also those groups which faltered in ¡:rersonal evan-
gelism. Many of the groups which were very
socio-emotionally involvr:d with one aruother stlll
hacl litl,le impact without proper leadership/
guidance. Here, the term proper is the hey.'Ihose
leaders who felt "called" were leaders who drew
responsiveness from the group at large' (There
seems to be a great difference between leaders
who are unointed and those who are merely ap-
pointertl) For sevetal of these groups' leadership
is a taboo concept. Because of hard feelings over
prior leaderships, they desire to have none' Such
groups, howevet, fail to note that every group
has leaders arise regardìess if they are qualified
or not" Leadership that merely arises, like oil
on the surface of water, may look pretty, but
does not yield the fruit that trained, called, con-
cerned, or progressive leadership may. It is our
opinion that some of these gToups have k:ss qual-
ified spiritual leaders than did their mother
churches.
Much more could be said along these lines,
but let it suffice lior us mcrely to mahe some
broad conclusions hr:rc. 'lhe total score for each
group was ir-rtencled to represt:r,t thai, group's cle-
gree of functionaìism. A total score of -1 2 u¡ould
indicate the highest ass<¡ciation with functional-
ism. A score of 105 would indicate the least af'
filiation. Wr: had hypothesiz,ed that a score of
?4 would be a reasonable figure for most re-
newal groups. In fact, only three of the eight
groups came anywhere near that scorr:!
After all, therefore, renewal groups are all too
often fairly functionalist in their outlooìr' This
may be a reflectiou of their etrvironment, but it
probably also reflects our common desire to
àwell withiu thr: comforts of a structure which
dr¿mands little of us. Rr':gardless of renewal
gt'oups'affinity with conflict theory, conflict en-
tails pain and struggle. Ii'ew there are who wish
to ventttre long iu tl'rat direction.
In a second article, we shall loolc at some psy-
chological aspects of renewal groups. t
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"Faith must not be void of reality, but related
to reality. Man ought not to have to believe
simply, without verification. His statements
should be proved and tested by contact with
reality,'within the present day horizons of ex-
perience of man and society, and thus be
covered by the concrete experience ofreality."
-Hans Kung, On Being a Christian.
"If you're really smart, you won't trust even an
angel."-William Saroyan, "A Fresno Fable."
In sundry times and divers manners God spake
of old, which means, I think, that God, on many
different occasions and in all kinds of ways and
means makes his presence felt to people on this
earth who do not know his way of communicat-
ing. He has personalized for each and every in-
dividual a message, usually very brief, that can
be felt. I had been led to believe in my youth
that God seldom if ever spoke. Most of us have
been led astray on that account-not on purpose,
but led astray like each generation is led astray
by the previous one. Out of honest ignorance
and not out of malice.
I hear God in all kinds of ways, but some of
them do not fit into the accepted pattern. I hear
God less and less in the old ways but more and
more in divers manners of his choosing. I hear
him speak at sundry times, and yet it is, of
What God said in this speaking to me I do not
know for sure. Oh, I have my ideas, but I never
know for sure what he says. That is one of the
problems with his speaking at sundry times and
in divers manners-you are never quite sure if
you are right about what he is saying on that
particular sundry time. There was no parting
waters, no burning bush, no leper healed, no
shaking of the foundations, nothing inside that
exploded or even vibrated. One way to describeit would be to say time stood still for a brief
milli-second and certain images and sounds from
my past came to me as I crossed the street in the
city where I now live.
Like Kung said, "Our faith must have some
verification that is related to reality." I am al-
ways looking for ways to verify the belief that
seems to be in me, not by my own choice but
I
Sundry Ti rnei
I
course, not speaking at all. It is more like events 
I
and happenings. At one time he spoke in a burn- l
ing bush, a divers manner if there ever was one.
On another occasion he spoke, or spake, in
the mouth of a donkey, one of the more hilar-
ious divers manners. This morning he spake in I
William Saroyan, a loveable seventy-year-old ec- |
centric, short story writer. Saroyan is an Armen- |ian who is very religious in the truest sense of Ithe word. He is also a humble agnostic and Ibeliever. " I
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tsy G. JAMES ROBINSON
D¡vers Monners
Iike it was put there long before I had anything
at all to say about it. I need some concreteness,
but I have never been able to find it. I need veri-
fication in the day-to-day reality of my life in
this town, and in this time, and in my life and so
for a brief moment I thought perhaps He was
speaking. But like Saroyan says, "You can't trust
even an angel."
The scene which was photographed on my
mind was nothing special. A long, busy street,
extremely hot from the day in the sun, a hazy
sky due to an ozone problem, and, high above,
Skylab slowly coming home and heat waves
shimmering up from the concrete all combined
to remind me of home, youth, longings of days
gone and done never to come again'
Some would say this was not Him at all, that
he doesn't speak in that divers of manner or in
such unsundry times. That has been one of my
problems with hearing the Voice of the Speaker
---every time I think I hear the Voice there are
those who insist that God is not that sundry nor
that divers.
He speaks in the oddities of my life. He comes
to me in memories, certain meaningful memories
of lived moments, words, smells, sounds, and
loves that I once knew and that meant a lot to
me. I can't imagine anything any more powerful
than memories. In days of old God spake in
divers manners unto them about the future; in
these days in divers times and in the sundryness
of my days he speaks to me in memories.
He comes also, suddenly, in the macabre lone-
liness in the midst of 45,613 people at the fourth
of July game in Busch Stadium. He speaks to me
in all that, much clearer than in most places and
times. Maybe not to you, maybe it is only to
me, but, after all, it is my life I am trying to
understand.
Can I explain it? Do I have to? Is it required
that it be explained? He appears sometimes in
my love and sometimes in my hate and some-
times in waves of boredom, that are admittedly
less frequent as I grow older. And once he even
spake in the Methodist church right in the middle
of the prelude to Bach's something or other and
I jumped slightly because it startled me.
He speaks to me through William Saroyan,
Hans Kung, Ryan Patrick, Will Rogers, Woody
Allen, Gertrude Stein, O. Henry, Norman V.
Peale, Mork from Ork, The Star Spangled Banner,
apple pie, rain on a hot day, the wind, a choco-
late malt, and while joggrng. (Yes, I too.) His
diverseness is amazing and his sundryness is far-
reaching.
I do not know for sure what He is saying. But
that is not too important at this point in sundry
time.
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By RALPI{ JOHNSON
Editor's Note-'I'his article, reprinted. by permis-
sion front Impact (March-Aprit lg7g) wes di-
rected prinzarily to ministers in the Inclependent
Christian Church, frequent target$ ol, a Church
of Christ ministerial euangelisrtt prograrn.
Are you discor"rtented? Are you tirerl of strug-
gling to get by on a n-ìeager salary trying to rnake
a go of a little church, in conflict with ur-rquali-
fied, short-sighted leaders and frustl:ai;ed by lazy,
stingy, selfish, rebellious members who are indif-
ferent to the authority of (ïod's word but expect
you to pamper their r:very little whim?
l)o you resent pichy, legalistic, critical bre-
thren who bacì<bite and abuse each oilrcr vyii.rg
for positior-r of "rnost faithful brother"? Are you
fed up with incompetent, self-appointed guard-
ians of the brotherhood who thinh ilrey know it
all and lovc their traditions rather than their
neighbors? Have you about ,,hacl it" wiilr unc-
vangelistic, squabblin g, rì on-ptogrcrssive, do-noilr-
ing churches in an insignificant, bichering bro-
therhood with a few rinkyclinh prc.acher-schools,
which can't provide substantial funding for even
one worthwhile program to evatr¡¡elizr: the bil-
Iions of lost souls in this world, yet crows 1,Ìra1,
IT' is "T'he Church of Christ,, and scoffs ¿rt ilre
Christianitv of all those who don't, join tìrr:m?
You will ber overjoyecl to know that ilrere is a
special well-heeled, highly shillecl team of con,
verted preachers just looking for you. They will
pay yorJr way to'lr:xas, put yuu up in a rnotel 
,
A minisLer in Lhe In.tle.pe.nclenl (.ihristiun Chttrche.s, Il.aþ:th
Johnsr¡n is also assc¡r:io.l<t r:rJil.r¡r oi' lrnpact, a ¡ta¡ter ¡.;Ltb,
lished in Se.ul.l.le.
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give you the grand tour of their brotherhood's
impressive facilities and invite you to attend one
of their workshops in a huge convention center
with thousands of people participating. you will
be warmly received and introduced to many out-
standing and financially successful people. you
will hear vast audiences enthusiastically singing(a cappella only), and enjoy inspiring messages
from outstanding speakers citing great successes
of hundreds of couversions in a singìe congrega-
tion. You wiìl hear about millions of dollars
flowing into new churches and evangelistic pro-
grams aronnd the world.
With all of this, you will learn about a $200,
000-a-year program to see that you and your
famiìy will be cared for in making the transition
fi:om yonr old brotherhood, provide for further
education, and help to get you firmly establishr:din a new congregation of loving, evangelistic
people with a sound, ¡lnderstanding, progressíve
eldership which will take care of all of the con-
gregational ¡rroblems and responsibilities so tha.t
yor"rr entire effort can be spent preaching the
gospel and winning souls! Your dreams will come
truc ancl they are willing to foot the bill for all
of this up to the tune of $20,000-ancl smile
while doing it! Sound goocl? Let me tell you
about it and why I dicln't switch.
Last spring, a local anti-instrumental preacher
calied on some members of the church here in
Fleattle while I was in llawaii and tried to con-
vert them. Sincc several in the chrrrch were
former inembers of that brotherhood, the matter
vl'as easily tâlçe-.n c¿rre of for thr: timc being and,
having nryself extensivr:ly rttse¿rrchecl the issue,
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when I returned it was fulìy laid to rest, The
preacher got in touch with me at"rd we met for
lunch to discuss the subject. I ¡:resented the rea-
sons for my freedom to use instrurnental music
and after some discussion he asked if I would be
willing to pursue the issue further with someone
else. I said that i had no objection so long as it
could be done in a spirit of mutual respect and
reasonableness.
A ,"* clays later I received a call from Marvin
Bryant, a former Presbyterian preacher and
leader in a worh called Restoration Leadership
Ministry, a work out of Mobile, Alabama,
wl-rich was established to convert denominational
preachers. I-Ie said he would be interested in get-
ting together with me but, because of schedule
limitations, wondered if I would be receptive to
the idea of letting them fly me to Texas for
talks. 'Ihis would provide an opportunity for me
to look them over and get acquainted with their
brethren.
He spoke of the great evangelistic strides being
made in their brotherhood and of the fact that
many preachers had become dissatisfied and
joined them" He cited one brother in particular
who had recently switched and was now working
in one of their churches and suggested that I get
in touch with him.
I accepted his invitation of a two"week trip to
Texas and in the following weeks received a Con-
tinentaì Airlines tichet and booh against instru-
mental music. In reply to my letter to the
brother whom they had won, I received a very
vituperative gencral communication sent to all
our preachers, justifying his change.
Earìy on the morning of July 5, l-978, I arrived
in San Antonio and was met at the airport and
taken to a moteÌ near thc convention center, in
which the World Vision for Christ Soul Saving
Worhshop was to be held during the next four
days. On the way, we clroppcd by the MacÂrthur
Park Chnrch of Christ, where I was shown
through a very impressive facility with a huge
addition under construction that looked like a
municipal ar-rditorium.
Once we (myself and a young preacher from
the Indepr:ndr:nf Christian Church) were settled
in, Brother Bryant set off with us in tow on a
whirlwincl dash to get everything done at once,
which I soon came to accept as his normal lei-
surely pace. I was impressed with the huge con-
vention center, which was ahnost completely
used for the worhshop. In one }arge aroa âlone,
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there must have been at least thirty booths set
up to display a variety of religious products and
services. The people were very courteous and
friendly with me and I spoke freely of my in-
strumental relationship, telling them that Bro-
ther Bryant had brought me down from Wash'
ington to "de-program" me. Sometimes I kidded
them a little about the only difference between
us being whether we should use a "little instru-
ment," or a "big oue" (tuning fork or an organ),
and whether we should pìay only the first note
or the whole song.
The workshop was excellent, and a number of
the messages snperb. They frankly dealt with
many problems, including tobacco, television,
and quarrelsome legalistic attitudes. They urged
brethren to dedicated, unselfish service and lov-
ing cooperation. I considered its quality to be
almost as good as some of the workshops we
have had in Portland, Oregon. Certainìy, the
number of people participating and the financial
and statistical claims were impressive.
We were introduced to many well-known and
prominent men among them, such as Marvin
Philtips, Alan Bryan, David Burks, Chuck Lucas,
David Powers, and Jerry Jones: The reasons for
their success were obvious. 'Ihey were intelligent
and competent, and they projected pleasant,
positive attitudes and zeal for God.
.Elrottl", Bryant did a superb job of handling
the issue of getting us to consider joining them.
He was respectful and considerate, and did not
try to ramrod things down our throats. He was
good-natured and frank in speaking of the defi-
ciencies in our brotherhood and what they had
to offer as an alternative, although his informa-
tion about us was somewhat distorted. The only
area that related to me wâs our difference over
instrumentaÌ music. He seemed to be having dif-
ficulty making his case, but he listened to me
without impatience and showed no frustration
or rancor at any reluctance or slowness on my
part to accept. He seemed to have the attitude
that he would just sow the seed and wait for a
harvest.
Most of his efforts to win us over were along
other, more emotionally appealing, lines than in-
strumental music. In fact, he frankly stated that,
in every case, people from Christian Churches
are not converted directly on the instrumental
issue, but because of their discontent in other
areas. He cited declining standards resulting in
unspiritual elders, women out of ¡llace in the
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churches, lach of evangelism, inadequate support
¿rnd internal conflicts. He likenr:d the instrumen,
tal issue to toppling dominoes. If you get th<;
first ones falling, the last one goes down easily"
This supported what I had already suspected-
their case against instrumental music is really not
all that convincing. It is just accepted as part of
the package.
They were very adept at using their impressive
facilities, financial resources, large programs, and
numerical gain to the strongest possible advan-
tage. On one occasion these tactics were so obvi-
ous, as they stressed the "200 member increase
for a year" of one congregation, that I asked
how that figured out on a percentage basis.
There were around 1,200 members, which calcu-
lated out to about one conversion for every six
people. I remarked that that was pretty good,
and noted that we had done as well ourselves
with twenty-sevetl conversions for one hundred
members, working out to about one for every
four. I could hardly suppress a smile as it was
hastily replied that it is a lot harder for a ìarge
church to convert the same percentage as a
small one.
They spoke of themselves as being the fastest
growing church in the United States and that
they now outnumbered all of the Disciples and
Christian Churches combined. Our brotherhood
was just an insignificant, bickering off-shoot of
the Christian Church and we would be a ìot
better off if we gave up the instrument andjoined them. I told them frankly that in some
cases we deserved that reputation, just as they
sometimes did some of theirs, but that great
changes are in the making and it would be a mis-
take to just write us off. The relationship I have
experienced with the churches here on the West
Coast has been very good and we are making ex-
ceìlent progress. Over the years I have seen our
brotherhood expand from just a few isolated
congregations to spread all across the country,
up and down both coasts, and into a number of
areas beyond the continental United States.
When the instrumental question did come up
for consideration they tended to divert the dis-
cussion to areas with greater manipulative poten-
tial for throwing the bnrden of proof upon Lrs,
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forcing us to justify our motives, and pushing us
into extreme or arbitrary-appearing situations.
"Can't a person sing without instrumental ac-
companirnent? What about the problem in using
it? What about the sisters who use it to make a
display of self? Wouìdn't it be best to just dis-
pense with it? Sometimes people play so loud it
drowns out the singing. It is a substitution of
empty mechanical sounds for the sweet voices
of the saints praising God from the heart in spirit
and truth. Why insist on using it when it offends
the conscience of others? Why must you insist
on dividing the body of Christ over instrumental
music? Instrumental music is just the first step
in departure which leacls away from the authority
of God's word to liberalism, You are adding to
God's plan for Christian worship. Show me a
command in the New Testament for Christians
to use an organ! If you maintain that the New
Testament authorizes it then everyone would
have to play one...etc."
These are not really very difficult to answer,
but they do serve the purpose of clouding the
issue and drawing one away into playing a series
of mental games.
For example, it all sounds very nice to say
that Christian love should cause us to dispense
with instrumental music for the sake of their
conscience and the unity of Christ's body. But.
it is quite another story when the one-cup bre-
thren use the same argument to persuade them
to give up multiple communion cups and classes.
The answer they gave me was, 'oWhy should the
elephant change for the flea?" We have shown
considerable respect for their conscience, but,
like Paul with circumcision, we cannot permit an
r"rnscriptural requirement to be bound upon the
church (Gal. 2). They make nice sounds about
their desire for unity and how instrumental
music shouìd not be permitted to stand a.s a bar-
rier to fellowship, but they in no way consider
it a matter of indifference. They only want you
to consider it unimportant.
Itr talking with some of their leadrng men I
made the point that it is they who reject us, not
we them. We have no objection to singing with
thern, and, even if one of them came in while we
were singing with instruments, he would tie doing
It sounds very nice to say that Christian love should cause
us to dispense with instrumental music for the sake of unity. But it
is quite another story when the one-cup brethren use the same argument to
persuade them to give up mult¡ple communion cups and classes.
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the s¿ìmc: thing he did in their own congregations
-'tinging. He would not be ashed to play the
orgarl. Why can they not accept us in their fel-
lowship in spitr: of our differeuce, just as they
do with others who differ with them?
'lheir answer was that this was a matter of
worship and thr:y would be endorsing our prac-
tice. 'llhey seemed to miss entirely the obvious
irnplication of this being a two-edged sword. If
they, by worshiping with us, are endorsing our
practice of playing an instrument, then we, by
worshiping with tirem, would be endorsing their
practice of prohibiting it. We have no objection
to worshiping without it, but we do object to
imposing an unscriptural commandment that re-
stricts the frer:dom that we have in Christ.
Mostly, our discussions about instrumental
music were snatches of conversation here and
there between activitir:s or late in the evening
(which sometimes made it a bit rough on Brother
Marvin's sleep), rather than a direct, careful anal-
ysis of the cnrcial issues. Only once did it seem
that we were going to really grapple with the
basic linguistic factors that decisiveì¡r settle the
issue.
We got together one afternoon at our motel
room with Jerry Jones from l-Iarding College,
and I laid the information be¡fore him. He listened
attentively and tìren explained that he was not
up ol1 the subject but would have his Hebrew
and Greek dr:partments go over it. I was disap-
pointed that after so much research and two
weehs away from my very busy scheduìe to
comc all the way to 'Iexas, no one was available
to nake a competent evaluation. In all fairness,
t,hough, I want to say that I respercted his integ-
rity in not trying to discuss it without having
tl-rought it through carefully. We intend to pur-
sue the question further.
þ'rorn the¡re we w<¡nt to Temple, Texas, where
Marvin llrvant began a gospel mr:eting, and I had
the op¡:ortunity for a close looh at one of their
churches. They had about 290 rnembers, mostly
older ¡reople, ancl there were about 250 in at-
l,endancer. 'fþsy were very hospitable, aithough
pr:rhaps a little suspicions of my aìien presence,
big black briefcase, and constant note-tahing.
Brother ISryant saw a little humcir in the situa-
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tion and came over to tell me a story about an
tt cappella churcl'r in Scotland which was not
used tcl having outsiders attend. One day au old
man showed up carrying a black case and seated
himself in a pew right near the front. Everyclne
kept a suspicious eye ol'r him, ancl, just as the
song leader got up to lead the music, he reached
down aud popped open his case, pulling out one
of those horns people once used to aid hearing.
Seeing the movemettt, otte of the elders jumped
to his feet and rushed over with the firm warn-
ing, "One toot 'n'y're ootl"
While we were there, Brother Robert Shank, a
former Baptist preacher who wrote the books,
Life in the Son and Elect in the Son, arrived. His
rejection of Baptist theology about eternal se-
curity had made him quite unpopular in those
circles and he had consequently left them and
gone into the Christian Church, being subse-
quently wooed into the anti-instrument fellow-
ship. I found him to be a deeply sincere man and
I greatly appreciated his kindly and fair attitude.
Like a number of other brethren among them, I
found that our convictions were in such harmony
that there was no material barrier separating us.
It was a simple case of a fence having been
erected in the past with our being placed on dif-
ferent sides by circumstances over which we had
no control.
One of the scheduled activities in 'lemple
was a luncheon to which the denominational
preachers and thelr wives had been invited. I was
very interested and impressed with how it was
set up and managed. The guests were treated as
intelligent, sincere peopJe with a mutual desire
to please God. There were no confrontations.
Every effort was made to show respect and con-
sideration for the feelings of the visitors, but the
problem of declining denominatiotral standards
and the need for firm relianco upon God's word
was forthrightly presented-and some of tìrem
stayed afterward for further discussion.
We may resent the idea that we are included
as targets of such efforts, but t think we can also
resirecl their dedication atrd the merit in their
methods. 'Ihe problem is just that they have
faiìed to see their own error.
( ll'o b e, cott tittttt". rL )
Our convictions were in such harmony that there was
no material barrier separating us. lt was a simple case of
a fence having been erected in the past with our being placed on
different sides by circumstances over which we had no control.
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Whatever Happened to 0trrs?
By RICHARD HUGHES
Before he toolc off on his historic flight in
1961, John Glenn was asked, ,,Do you think it
is right to fly into space, to invade God's heav-
ens? Aren't you afraid of God's wrath?"
Glenn's answer was, "My God isn't that small."
That was a nifty answer, but one that points
to a problem today. My God. Yor.rr God. (Is
there more than one God?) My way of worship.
Your way.
T'oday, for instance, there is a school of faith
that finds strength in putting God in total con-
trol. That is, God shoulders all problems, all
wants, and needs. Self-will is released in favor of
God's will. Those outside this school of faith
think that it is fatalistic and irresponsible.
On a different path today is the school of
faith which supports human responsibility and
intellect under God. God expects us to see prob-
lems through, to use all of our human resources
to achieve resuìts. Those in the first school fre-
quently suspect that this is too self-centered, too
intellectual, too mnch concerned with human
sovereignty.
Is the difference between these two schools
of faith more semantic than anything else? It
may be, but the understanding of each other isn't
merely semantic. Shrup lines are being drawn.
How do we deal with this if we think our goal
is to be one peopìe under God?
In the 1960s there was the shocking news,
"God is dead." Of course, it was only shocking
if you were a Christian with a faith deeply rooted
in reverence, in never treating lighily the word
"God." If you were, or are, a Christian of such
reverence and respect, then you probably have
trouble with Christians who interpreted the
"God is Dead" statement to mean merely that
Richørd Hughes is an actiue mentbe-r of a presbyterian
Church in Al.lantu
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the old ideas of God are dead. . . that the tyrant
in the sky has been replaced by a more liberal,
more loving, more exciting God. (You may even
be the type who shudders a little when you see
people writing in their Bibles, or setting soft
drinks on them. And who is to say your rever-
ence, your respect, has not served you well. . . or
has not caused you to spread the word of God in
a meaningful way?)
FIow do we unite stoic reverence with liberal
or spiritual excitement?
Today, we have more "activity" in the Chris-
tian faith than ever before. We have denomina-
tions or, as with the charismatics, a movement
that spans all denominations. We have evangel-
ism that plays down reaching out to meet
worldly needs" And we have an issue-conscious,
worldly Christianity that places less emphasis on
the spiritual self.
We have athletes today proclaiming their faith
openly. Steve Bartkowski, Terry Bradshaw,
Roger Staubach. We¡ have Billy Graham and Oral
Roberts, the 700 Club and PTL. We have move-
ments for and by youth. Campus Crusade,
Young Life, Bill Gothard. We have the distinc-
tive flavor of Black Christianity. We have Bible
Iiteralists and Bible liberalists. We have Christians
who are born-again and lçnow exactly the day,
the minute, it happened. And we have Christians
who feel being born again is a lifelong process.
With so much diversity, can we ever be one?
And, why is it so important that we be one?
One under God. Why try to reach a happy med-
ium? Why not accept thr: fact that God loves the
whoìe world? Why not accept the fact that it is
human beings who change, who are different,
not God? Why can't we just admit ilrat God ls
all things. . . and simpty do our best with what
things we, individually, thinh lie is'/
Because we are human. We are jealous, we are
afraid of the unknowrr, we are righteous and self-
righteous, t4/e are judgmental--we are human" We
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take pot shots at each other in our street conver-
sations and from the pulpit. We tell Baptist jokes
and put down the charismatics. We make sweep-
ing generalizations about people we clon't knorv.
We react to intellectualism, even to theology, as
if any at all were an overdose. We identify with
the kind of Christianity that is most satisfying to
us individually and we shun or attack almost
anything else. (Not all of you do this. . . some of
you put up with it all without the slightest teac-
tion. And then somebody comes along and asks,
"What do you believe in? Don't you ever take a
stance on anything?")
Is this being one under God? Is it even impor-
tant that we be one? Must we all think and act
exactly alike? God, it seems, does not require it
. . . except that we all believe in Christ.
The fact is, we humans seem to require it. We
humans seem to have to prove to one another
th'at "My way is the best," or that what l believe
is beyond reproach. Are we afraid of other ways?
Do we always have to be right? Does any of us
really think he knows God's whole truth?
And when we are through asking each other
that, when we finish questioning all the many
ways there are to express faith and to worship,
then let's ask, "Am I living what I believe?" "Am
I reaching out?" "Is my spirit alive and well?"
"Am I really without prejudice or trias?" "Do I
really care about the needs of my community
and my world? " "f)o I give of my self and my
resources. . enough? " "Do I reaìly believe in
Christ at all?"
Maybe God allowed us to get in the shape
we're in today so we would questiotr each other
, . and gain from each other rather than erect
barriers. Maybe God hoped we'd carry the ques-
tioning to a very personal level. . . to self-ques-
tioning. Maybe what God is saying is that the
questions are far more important than the
answers.
That isn't easy for a human to comprehend,
but we shouldn't put it beyond God.
Actually, it makes sense" 'Ihe word "faith"
means "a confident belief." It doesn't mean to
"know it all." It means to believe in s¡lite of trot
knowing everything.
Faith, in those terms, is very meaningful tcr
Christians who identify with CÌrrist's words that
we are to come unto him as children. Otrr faith
is a simple trust. We do not require profound
explanations.
On the other hand, those of us who know thr:-
ology, or those of us who do search for pro-
found explanations, shoulci be excitr¡d by thc:
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idea that our questioning Ís irnportant. It's al-
most as if God has said, "tJse your intellect if
that is your desire. Probe, search, question to
the very lirnit of human understanding. But be-
cause there ¿rre limits to Ìruman understanding,
you will never have ¿ll the answers."
Of course, God suggested his answer. F{e gave
us Christ.
And you lçnow something? Few Christians
really disagree about Cirrist. With but minor dif-
ferences, we seem to agree on who Christ was,
what his role was, what his hnman historv was,
what he taught us. And we all seem to agree that
through him we will find Clod. All of us are one
where it really counts. . . we believe in Christ.
Oral Roberts believes in Christ.
Youth for Christ believes in Christ.
Billy Graham believes in Christ.
The Baptists believe in Christ.
The charismatics believe in Christ.
Thr: Mormons believe in Christ.
Presbyterians believe in Christ.
We are one in Christ. . . until we start to dis-
cuss how to worship him. Until we begin to oper-
ate on a jealous or frigìrter-red or righteous-
totally ltuman-level.
We are one undr¡r God. We are all weak human
beir-rgs who believe in Christ. Lr:t's help one an-
other, . . it's alì that is hr:manly ¡rossible ! t
lLr)injAlNl lKlnì UlPl
ßorrowed time
Is tultst we all liue on.
Profligate spenclers"
We ¡turchase the gattds cmd trinÌtets
Of the Huclester
Of Mttndus Mortuus.
We prefer oltr oLut't
Purchased pairt
T'o the eif t of sttffering
Wlticlt is beyoncl our tneans;
Our outrt in.d.e b te dne.ss
1'o the soluency of Grctr:e.
Kyrie eleison,
Christe cleison !
Ëltom m. $"{iggs
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By BOB BURGESS
I used to be distressed that the church always
seemed to be the caboose in recognizing impor-
tant human issues. No more. God will always be
leading his church like a shepherd leads his flock
across uncha¡ted pastures. As the sheep of his
flock we are destined to follow and not to lead.
I{uman issues will always be recognized by God
before we are aware that they are issues.
But I am still concerned that our traditional
view of reveìation as the word of God will make
us unable to hear the Shepherd's call more
promptly-or that we may not even get on the
caboose. At such times, when the church is un-
able or unwilling to act as the servant of God,
then he will work through other mr¡ans to effect
his will. God may have to make his chosen people
aware of important human issues through his
active presence in the "secular" structures of our
society. BLrt can the church accept that il has
something to learn not only from God's word,
but from his world? Can we believe that God is
actively present in secular society today? This is
the subject to be considered.
Our traditional view of revelation can be sum-
marized thus: In the days of old God spohe
through visions, dreams, face to face with Moses
or by the Spirit through the prophets-in other
words, through divers ways and manners. Now,
in these last days, he has spoken to us through
his Son. The things which the Son taught that
were of lasting importance would be brought to
the memory of the apostles through l;he Spirit"
The Spirit aided the apostles in the teaching of
these memories to the early church, and the re-
cording of their words became the New Testa-
ment, In tìre rest of these last days we are left
only with the New 'Iestament as the authorita-
tive witness to Gocl's revelation of his wiìI. It is
Bob Burgess wt¡rÌ¿s tuillt federal u<tcuIk¡nal re.habilituti.on
cases in Austin, 'I'exas, tuhere he ancl his family attend
Lhe Brentwood Church of Christ. He has the M.A. in
ßible from Abile.n.e Chrislia¡t Ilniuersity.
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by the New Testament that we will be iudged,
and we must not go beyond these things that
were written. God works today only tÌzrough the
Word, we have said.
'lhe result of this tradition is to brand as evil
any movement that does not originate in the
New Testament. Such movements belong to the
secuìar world and are ungodly, unspiritual, ma-
terial and the sphere of Satan, who transforms
his ministers to appear as angels of ìight to de-
ceive the very elect. Movements that arn seculalin origin-i.e. political, Iegal, or cultural-must
be ignored, condemned, or actively opposed. For
example, the movement for racial ,,equality" is
ignored by rnost of the church because it is char-
acteúzed as a political/legal movement. And does
not Paul tell us that we should be content in
whatsoever state we are called?
Prior to examining a few of the scriptures that
speal< of God's revelation of himself through his
active presence outside of orthodox channels, I
want to make two comments on this traditional
scheme of revelation. First, the emphasis is on
God as Speaker. He spealzs through visions,
dreams, prophets, Jesus, and the aposiles. Scrip-
ture, however, emphasizes that God reveals who
he is by what he dr¡es. Ilis name is, ,,I will cause
to be what I will cause to be" (Exod. B:18). His
very name means that he reveals himself primar-
ily by what he does. I{is word may be uttered
through women or men that he inspires to inter-
pret his acts. But even if God does not inspire
prophets to interpret his acts, he never ceases to
act in history to usher in his kingdom. It is of ut-
most importance to emphasize that God is an ac-
tive God and that he reveals himself in his acts.
Second, our traditional scheme of revelation
reverses the intent of rr:velatic¡n. It teaches us
that Scriptr"rre is the final authoritv, rather than
allowing Scripture to point us to God, who is
himself the final authority" Xnstead of God be-
coming the end of Scripture, Scripture becomes
the end of God. The Jews of Jesus' day consulted
tìre Scri¡ltr-rres fc¡r the command-s that they had
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to keep iir order to secure eternal life, rather
than to find Clirist himself. We have cotrsulted
bhe Scriptures in the same way that the Jews did,
i.e., to follow what we feel is the plan that God
laid out, rather than as the point of departure to
enable us to come to know and trust God him-
self (Jn. 5:39).
Turning now to some passages which show
God revealing himself outside of orthodox chan-
nels, we will then make a "practical application"
concerning the active presence of God in the
m<lvement for racial equality today.
I
Geuesis 20 witnesses to God's work through a
secular king. Abraham persuaded Sarah to tell
the foreigners that she was his sister. Perhaps he
felt that if he were murdered because of Sarah,
God would not be able to fulfill the promise
made to him earlier (Gen. 12:1-3, 15:1-5, 1?:
4-B). Significantly, Abraham thought there could
be no fear of God in that place. Regardless of
Abraham's reason, King Abimelech sent for Sarah
to include her in his harem. But God prevented
Abimelech from having itttercourse with her. At
first the hing was unaware that God was his
Sonrce of morality. [{e became aware of God's
active presence only after God had revealed it
to him.
Two facts stand out: First, even though Abra-
ham ended up interceding for Abimelech, the
fact remaitrs that God had taught ltis chosen ser-
uant through the secuLar /eitzg. Second, God is
active at the very col'e of his character. 'lhis
means that this kind of activity is going on to-
day. That activity can be and n<¡ doubt is oper'-
ating in those who are not even conscious of the
power of his presence.
Other passages reflect Gotl's active presence
to accomplish positive good outside his chosen
people. God did not use foreign uations only to
punish Israel for disobedience; this reduces them
to negative tools in the hands of God. The Pha-
rac¡hs who did know Joseph sl"rould be rr-'mem-
bered as well as the Pharaohs who forgot Joseph.
Those who knew Joseph provided atr ordered,
stable society so that diverse crew who was to
become the elect people cc¡uld multipìy into a
large number. To be sure, there were kings like
Sargotr II and Nebuchadnezzar who crushed
Israel and Judah, but Scripture also tells of kings
like Cyrus and Darius through whom God
wortrced for thc return of Israel to rebuild the
Temple (IüzraI:2-4).
One final witness to God's work oul,sicle of
orthoclox r:ha"iruels is rec:ot:cled itr Numbr:rs 11:
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26-30. Iìtclacl and Medad prophesied within the
camp. Jclshua w¿rntr:d them stoppecl, br-r1, Moses
wanted them to continue and r:vr:n wished that
Gocl would confer his Spìrit on all of his people.
'lo say that the attitudes of Joshua and Nioses
differed considerably would be au understate-
ment. The ¡:roblem is that Joshua could not re-
cognize the activity of God because his precon-
ceivecl ideas eliminated Eldad and Medad as
channels through whom God would prophesy'
Scripture says that Jclshua was jealous for Moses'
sake. Although the Scripture does not say expli-
citìy,I am suspicious thatJoshlta was also jealous
about his own theory of how God worked. Jeal-
ousy for their own sakes made the apostles try
to stop the unknowì1 one wìro was also casting
out demons in the name of Jesus (Lk. 9:49-50).
Jealousy stopped the Jews from believing that
God worked through the Christian proclamation(Acts 5:17, 13;45). The main point of danger
for Joshua is that because jealousy prevented his
recognizing God's active presence outside of
what he considered to be orthodox channels, it
led him to work against God.
By contrast, Moses was happy that God had
prophesied through Eldad and Medad. He was
not jealous of his position as the leader of Israel,
so he could recognize God's self disclosure or
active presence at work elsewhere. Indeed, he
was so willing for God to exteud his rule that he
desired even to share his priviìege of the gift of
the Spirit with all the people (vs. 29).
il
Scripture teaches that God ìras never aban-
doned his origrnal promise to Abraham to create
a people for himself God has always acted to
make his rule a reality, but he has not always
worked through his word or his people only. He
has also been actively present in the world. The
Scripture leads me to believe that God is actively
present today in secular socir:ty to effect greater
oneness ofl the entire human race.
God is one God (Deut. 6:4) who made one
race-the humatr race. The only differentiation
that he made was between male aud female. lt is
true the Bitrle rnentictns the colors of peopie in a
few places, but this is done in a descriptive rather
than a raciaì sense. For example, of the two
lovers in the Song of Solomon the woman is
black (1:5), and the matr is fair and ruddy (5:10,
NIIB). Br-rt nothing "raciaì" is intended; we sim'
ply Ìrave a man ancl a worrìan itr ìove" Through
lhe ctoss, Jesus has struck dowu racial walls (selx-
ual and social barriers too-*Gal. 3:28). But holv
has God beeu ¿rccolnplishing this today?
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Generally, the church has retarded the move-
ment toward making the human race whole.
Some yeius ago the Herald of T'rutìr radio pro-
gram received mor¿: unfavorable conrrnr:nts than
positive ones when John Allen Chalk spoke out
against racial discrimination. Churches who have
sponsored missionaries to Africa have moved out
of their own neighborhoocls when blachs moved
into their locak:. Churches have started private
school systems to avoid sending their children
to integrated schools. We have refused to admit
minorities into white churchr:s.
But in spite of all this, i really thinh the
church is slowly coming to feel bad about it. God
is leading the church to repentance through his
work in the secular structures of society. I-Ie has
used the Presidency as he did in the Little Rock
school desegregation decision. I-Ie has used tl're
Supreme Court and Congress to pass and have
laws enforced to guarantee the rights of all. If
the church maintains its insiste¡nce that God
works only through the word, horrible things
can happen and indeed are happening. It is bad
enough that minorities cannot thank the church
for its efforts in their behalf; but what if they
cannot praise God himself? If blachs, for exarn_
ple, cannot thank God for the presidents or the
Supreme Court or Congress through whom he
has worhed tcl raise them up, what courses are
open? Leave the church? Recome Muslims? Joinpower groups that further,aggravate the prob-
ìem? No. Blachs do have the alternative of prais-
ing God, if not the church, because of his active
presence in the legal/political realm. Prejudice
and discrimination have been so profound that
only God could have¡ begun to redress it. I3ut, of
colrrse, there is still a iong way to go. If we are
to ¡rarticipate with God's ongoing acts in this
ârerla, what wili be required?
ilt
l'irst, I believe it takes a grr:at amoLlnt of hu-
mility for the church tcl reco¡¿nize that God is
reveaìing himself tìrrough sr:cnlar society to ¿rlert
us to the issues we sìrould bc addressing. It, is not
easy for the institution which thinhs of itself as
the Pillar and Grclund of the 'lruth to lo<tk out-
side itself or the New 'lestament for God's active
presence. We have seen, however, that Scripture
teaches that when God's serv;rnt-¡:eople rebel
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or fail to perform his will, he raises up others
through whom he will make his rule a reality.
Israel's rebellion ìed to punishment and captivity.
Eve¡r though lhey were coìÌfident that Gc¡d
looked upon them with special favor, their re,
bellion caused him to create a people for himself
from tl'lose who were not his people (Rom. 9:
25-26).Israel was neither the first nor will we be
bhe last to be taught by God's revealing his will
through the secular. We need the magnanimity
of Moses, not the jealousy of Joshua, when de-
termining where God may be active.
Second, if the church is willing to recognize
that God is actively present in the secular struc-
tures of the world, then we have sufficient basis
for altering our view of the world. It is not per-
vasiveìy, malevolently evil. God has not aban-
doned his creation. I-Iis active presence in the
worìd should give the church confidence that the
tashs he sets before us can be accomplished. The
first century world was beset by demons, fear of
thr: power of the stars, and in general a "failure
of nerve," in Gilbert Murray's words. The only
consistent note of optimism in that era came
from the church. In our time of wars, threats of
thermonuclear incineration, and cynicism there
is once again the opportunity for the church to
sound a consistent note of optimism that God is
active in all of his creation, 'I'he church can ac-
complish its tash with trust in God. We cannot
be lihe Abraham when he thought God could
not be in this place.
Third, if the church is willing to recognize
that God is revealing himself today in the secular
structures of society, then we are charged to dis-
cr:rn which of the movements within society may
be c¡f God and which ones may be evil. The
clrurclr cannot condemn the world per se. We
cannot oversimplify the tash of deciding what is
right or wroÌlg on the basis of whether a given
movement originates in the New Testament. The
question today is whether a movement is con-
sistent with God's wiìl. If a movement is consis-
tent with God's will, theu he is active there.
Alreacly I have tried to suggest how this
method may i:e applied relative to identifying
movements that conform to God's will for racial
equality. 'lhe methocl relies on the character of
üod as discerned by what he is and has done.
Generally, the chureh has retarded the movement toward
making the human race whole. . . . But in spite of all
this, I really th¡nk the church is coming to feel bad about it.
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From what he is and has done we may try to dis-
cern what he is about now. T'hus, fourth, if the
church is willing to recognize that God is actively
revealing himself in the movement for racial
equality, it must enter into participation with
God in that work. We can no longer ignore the
plight of minorities.
Fifth, if the church is willing to participate
with God in working toward racial oneness, we
must be clear what the goal is. Scripture teaches
that it is not enough for minorities to have their
"rights" or even to have "equality." After all,
George Wallace believed blacks were equal (but
separate!). The church must recognize the very
humanity of blacks, browns, yellows, et al., at
the highest levels of our consciousness. God
must help us repent in this society of colors to
the depth that we view all people as the same
with respect to our common humanity; all are
invested with the image of God. This conforms
to the doctrine of God's oneness and his creation
of mankind.
Sixth, if the church is clear about the goal of
learning to regard every "race" as human at the
highest level of our consciousness, something
must be said about how that goal is to be pur-
sued. The church can take some practical steps.
Consider the little song:
Jesus loves the little children,
AII the children of the world.
Red and yellow, black and white,
They are precious in his sight. . . .
The "they" seems to say in a subtle way that
little white children think that reds, yellows,
blacks, etc. are precious úoo. The song is sung
from a white perspective. If the song were sung
from God's perspective, the line would say "we"(all races together) are precious in his sight."
Practical ideas like this may be of value, but they
will become terribly peripheral unless there are
basic attitudinal changes.
Seventh, something else then needs to be said
regarding how the goal of human oneness is to
be achieved. God may begin the work through
secular structures of society, but he can complete
the job only through an obedient servant ready
to do his will. The church, of course, will never
take the place of Jesus as the obedient servant,
but an obedient church empowered together by
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the Spirit of God will take the work much fur-
ther. Some think the ultimate ans\Mer for human
oneness is political/legal; the vote is the greatest
benefit 1,o the disenfranchised of our country.
But I believe the power of the vote is a tragic
trap. What can be voted in can be voted out.
Proposition 13 fever is spreading, and the first
programs to go when the squeeze comes will be
the ones that benefit minorities. Certainly Chris-
tians should vote positively in those issues which
would lift up disenfranchised minorities. But to
vote blacks to Iunch counters does little good at
changing human hearts. To lean on the temporal
arms of the vote/government is to lean on a
bruised reed.
Someone has said that the church is empow-
ered by neither ethical monotheists, social re-
formers, pacifistic politicians nor puritanical le-
galists. The power of the church is rather Jesus.
The security of the church is the insecurity of
the cross. As Jesus served in obedience by enter-
ing into the sufferings of mankind, so also the
church will serve best by entering into the suf-
fering of mankind. The degree to which the
church will enter into those sufferings will be
the degtee to which the insaneness of man's in-
humanity to man will be revealed, and the more
the possibility of healing will open.
Eighth, and last, without saying so I have been
pleading for an expanded role of the Bible in the
church today, a role in which Scripture points
beyond itself to the true and living God actively
present, revealing himself-the One who can help
us recovet â sense of who we are and something
of what our task is. We also need an expanded
role of the Scripture to describe the environment
of the secular world where ottr task is to be per-
formed-to regain that sense of optimism based
upon the knowledge and trust of his active pres-
ence in today's world.
I said at the beginning that I was no longer
concerned about our always being the caboose,
but that my concern was that we mây not even
be aboard the caboose. Once we are determined
to serve God in the caboose, it will not be long
until we serve him in the freight cars. It is in our
following him in his work in the worid that
Scripture remains the key to God who unlochs
God may begin the work through secular structures, but
he can complete it only through an obedient servant
ready to do his will. The church can take the work further.
it all.
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Recentìy I received a letter from an instructor
at one of our partisan schools informing me thatI had soured on the whole world and had a
twisted rnind. This was in res¡lonse to mv maiì-
ing him a copy of my most recent r:ssay on the
professional clergy. I often chuckle upon receiv-
ing mail of this kind, for it portrays a pattern
that is alì too widespread amoì-ìg tìrose devoted
to partisan religion.
This brother feels I have become soured and
twisted because I do not give my support and al-
legiance to his religious party (referred to by him
âs "chulch"). To rid myself of thesc maladies I
will have to surrender my opposition to the
party system of which he is a dedicated member
and state a willingrress to upÌrold its banner. LIr:
equates his reìigious ¡rar:ty with what Jesr.rs,
through his special envoys, founded 2,000 years
ago. And lil<e a devoted Communist who would
die, if necessarv, to protect the Marxist party,
this brother is ready lo protect his religious party
with his life. Anyor-re who refusr:s to proclaim his
party's doctrines and supporl, his party's cliches
is a traitor, false teacher, anc'l a desertcr of the
"faith that was once ancl for all delivered to thr:
saints. "
As a srnall child in the Appalachian mour-itains
of eastern Kentucky, I vividly recall how mv
treighbors relalecl to each cither during electiorr
time. The Republicans spohe lo and othcrwise
socialized with Retplrblicans. Tìre Democrats
staved within the conf.ines of their owtr holne-
Ii'ornte.r pre.ocher llu/'f fòcotl, Jr., is u counselor u! lhe
Cheroltee Menlal Ilcallh It¡slilult: in t\hcrrsltte, Ioua.
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base and visited with Democrats. There was verylittle political dialogue between them unless it
was in the form of heated exchange. This parti-
san attilude is just as real among adherents of
the Restoration Movement. What has happened
in the Restoration brotherhood tìrat causes bro-
tl-ler to reject brothcr, to isolate ourselves behind
partisau barriers, and to usr: the sword of the
S¡lirit to divide and tear and cut and maim each
other until thc world looks upon us as "cripples',
in need of healing? Surelv something is amiss
when we divide the one community founded by
Jesns into factions that are too numerous tct
count and too fragmelnted to bother with. Is
there nc¡ solution? Must we live with our prob-
lem and go on dividing until we become r:xtinct?
I do not claim to have all of tire atlswers, nor
even to kr-row alì of the calrses. IJut one thiug I
have observed without exception: Where division
is found, love, toierance, and understancìiug are
absent.
Iit 1953, at agr: 25, I moved rny family to Wr¡st
Virginia and became /lze minister of my first
congrcgation of saìnts. I was not awat:e of what I
was getting into" T'he brethren throughout the
area ìrar.l been in a staLe¡ of division long before I
aruived, and I was not qualified to deal with it. I
was a "fresh minister," much younger than those
whom l was charged tcl Ínstruct, poorly trained
and ill-expcrienced in the fielcl of human behav-
ior. Yet I was moving in to tell my seniors how
to solv<l their Ìong-established problems. I can
see ìlow, l¡ut was unaltlc to st¡e t]ien, ilre basic
causes of thr:ir divisions: (1) par"tisan religion
bred and develo¡red by hate, intolerance, and
pricler; and (2) thtt fact thal they loohecl ûo pul¡ril
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preâchers* for solutions.
It is doubtfr-rl that meaningful unity can be
achieved until pulpit preachers agree to stay out
of any dialogue between the different factions,
for they will insist on stereotyped rituals and
partisan alignments as part of any overall coveu-
ant. 'Ihe professional clergy within our ranks
Ìrave jobs to guard and parties to support and de-
fend. They will labor hard and iong, in word and
in deed, to infìuence thcir flocks that unity must
be based on their theology of what the Scrip-
tures teach on the subject.
But professiouaì tutors are not needed to in-
struct God's commttnity in the ways of peace
and unity. We hnow that hate' intoìerance, and
pride were Iargely responsible for our being di-
vided; and we know that love, tolerilnce, and
humility will unite us. Pulpit preachers need not
announce this good news to us. We know it' If
they want to assist us in our efforts to restore
unity,let them step down off their pinnacles and
take a seat among us commoners, demonstrating
their servitude as Jesus demonstrated his' He
taught and demonstrated that one becomes mas-
ter of any situation only when he debases him-
self and becomes servant to others. The pulpit
preacher must master others under the pretense
that they need to be "pastored," then he be-
comes their "servant"! When his pastorate is
firmly grounded, he then feels comfortable with
his elevated ego for he has in fact mastered the
situation.
I am not a scholarly man, bllt even a man
whose hands are not soiled with theological and
priestly degrees can see thr: futility of solving our
divisions without first disrobing the hingly clergy
of their pride and executive positions and plac-
ing upon them the garments of servants.
Most pulpit pretachers are good men, but they
are vicl;ims clf their environmental habitat. 'Ihey
have been trained to believe that Paul, Peter,
James, ancl Johtr were men of like nature, and
that if these could serve as master of ceremouies
and aclministrators of the "Christian rites,"
surely there is nothing fauity if they perform
likewise. Of conrse the weak link in that chain
of arguments is that the apostles never served as
master of cr:reinotlies for any community of be-
lievers, aud none of thern Ìrad a monopoly on
"Christian rites. " All believers were servants
(ministers) atrd preacl.ters, if not itr word at least
in cleed. All served in thr: areas wltere they were
best gifted (Rom. 72:4-8), and this arrangement
made for "mutual ministry."'lhere were no pro-
fessional preachers just as there were no profes-
sit>nal priests" Tlhere existed a priesthood of all
believers as well as a preacherhood of all believ-
ers (1 Pet. 2:5;Acts B:4).
Today we have a preacherhood which consists
of an elite few who have been specially educated
in our theological schools. But not so in the
primitive ecclesia. The preacherhood included
the entire hrotherhood-the educated, the illit-
erate, the rich and the poor, black and white,
yellow and red. There were no pulpits or any
other elevated arrangements that placed one bro-
ther higher on the totem pole than others. Their
messages were mutually shared (1 Cor. 14);they
were never preached to, for preaching was for
unbelievers. Preaching was an integral part of
evangelism. Unbelievers were evangelized' Saints
were edified.
The meetings of the Jewish community, prior
to Pentecost, were not dominated by one man'
as are our contemporary meetings. They shared
mutually the OId Covenant documents, along
with words of encouragement. Jesus set an ex-
ample for the future when he took his turn in
reading the Scriptures in the corporate Jewish
assembly (Luke 4:16-20). On another occasion
he listened as well as taught (Luke 2:46\'
There is a message here for pulpit preachers,
for when the congregation meets for corporate
worship, they need to take their turn speaking as
well as listening. It is a travesty upon the ecclesia
of saints when the pulpit preacher takes control
of the pulpit and platform in our modern assem-
blies. One might consider him to have the keys
to the kingdom of heaven, for he binds and he
looses. He ts the main attraction. He is the one
who has the liberty to mount the pulpit at will.
Íle is the participant" AII others are spectators.
This scribe is committed to the idea that if
the spìrit of spectatorship in our "group wor-
ship" is ever supplanted by the communal spirit,
the special preacher must go. Let good and hum-
bie shepherds lead and instruct, as opposed to
dictating and issuing edicts. Let congregations
revamp their seating arrangements so that every-
one is either facing or partly facing others. And
Iet words of comfort and encouragement flow
from anyone who has it upon his heart to share
with the collective group.
O God, free tts from the bonds of sermonites
and ritualism and take us back to the family-like
gathering of humble believers whose only wish is
to upbr-rilcl each otheir in Iove. t
i"'Pulpil, preâchet," as opposed
Iievers (Acts [ì:4).
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to all preaching be-
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"Ks the Restoralion rnovement still moving? Or
is it a ship stranded on the shoals ofl the modern
world with a hull filled with a curious but useless
nineteenth r:entury cargo? Surely none wouLd
be so bold as to cìaim that we have already ar-
rived at our destination. I offer the following as
an exhortation to stir us all to love and good
works, to become in deed and in truth the twen-
tieth century embodiment of the faith that
shook the ancient world and brought light and
Iife to those suffering the oppression of the
prince of this world.
After more than a century and a half of restor-
ation-or "reformation," as our own pioneers
called it-there remain several vital aspects of
apostolic religion which are still lacking among
us. These include (but are not limited to) the fot-
lowing high priority items: (1) the restoration of
the church as a spiritual organism energized and
equipped by the Holy Spirit-as contrasted to a
religious institution operated by purely secular
management techniques; (2) the restoration of
genuine fellowship (lzoinonia) as the sharing of
the members' deepest hurts and joys, the sharing
of concrete material and economic resources,
and the sharing of spiritual concern and moral
discernment through a process of redemptive dis-
cipline; and (3) the restoration of a spiritual
worship in which prayer-not preaching-is the
dominant mode of address.
ï,et us look in order at these concerns. First
we must learn to distinguish between corporate
board room techniques and submission to the
lordship of Christ and trust in his effective pres-
ence among us in the Holy Spirit. I realize that
many of our colleges are talking about the min-
istry of ail believers, but it seems to me that not
enough of us have yet realized that such minis-
try is effected only by the Holy Spirit's dispens-
ing to each member a spirítual gift (1 Cor. 1_2:
4-6), rather than by the organizational ingenuity
and recruitment efforts of the "equipping min-
ister. "
It is extremely unfortunate that we have often
worked ourselves in1,o a defensive position on
the biblical doctrine of the gifts of the Spirit.
Whatever the place of tongues in the church and
whatever the evidence that certain miracnlous
gifts were manifested primarily in the apostolic
age, the fact remains that the ['auline doct,rine of
the church as the body of Christ is part and par-
cel of his <-loctrine of spiritual gifts (1" Cor" 1_2:
¿-¿, 4ft
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4-lL). This doctrine is also the basis of his teach-
ing on the body (1 Cor. 12:12-26). Membership
in the body of Christ rnear¿s being oncharisrnated,"
gifted, by the Holy Spirit-no gift, no member-
s/zþ. One does not cause the other, but we can-
not have one without the other.
New Testament Christianity is profoundly
Holy Spirit Christianity. Surely the Restoration
pioneers were right to insist on the converting
action of the Spirit through the word, and only
through the word. But this can tlever be taken
to mean that the church sllould be run like a
business with a divine handboolç prescribing com-
pany policy administered by purely human wis-
dom and technique, The Scripture certainly is
the authoritative basis of the church. 'lhe gospel
is that irnperishable seed by which persons are
born anew (1 Pet. I:23). But the same Spirit
which inspired that life-giving word now dwells
in his church and empowers each member to
minister for the commorl good (1 Cor. 12:?). So,
J. Iloberl .Ilos.s ls a compus minister at tr)astern IIIÌnois
Slate Ll¡tiuersity in Charlesto¡t. IIe is associated witlt lt't-
tlep e. rtde n t Ch r is t ia n C lttu'c ltt: s.
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we must learn to be filled with the Spirit (trph.
5:18), we must learn to "eatnestly desire the
spiritual gifts" (1 Cor. 14:1), and we must learn
to trust the livir"rg Lord to worh in our rr¡idst
through his gentle but powerful Spirit who has
made his home among us.
Second, we desperately need to recover the
sort of fellowship which characterized the life of
the earliest congregations of disciples of Christ.
Ask the average member of one of our churches
to define "fellowship," and the reply will likely
include teferences to class socials, church din-
ners, or the warmth of the greeters at the church
door. Ask a member of the church of Christ in
Jerusalem (A'.D. 33 or thereabouts) the same
question, and you will learn about wealthy mem-
bers selling farms to help the chulch, or a collec-
tion for the relief of Jewish Christians (cf. Rom.
75:26 where koinonia is translated "colìection").
We all know that within our earthly families
"sharing" doesn't mean a thing if Dad pockets
his paycheck and spends it on himself without
regard for the kids'need for new shoes or Mom's
need for a stove or a night out. Biblicaì, incarna-
tional Christianity takes seriously people's phy-
sical, material needs. The fellowship established
in the ancient church spilled over into a sharing
of economic resources so that there should be
"equality" (2 Cor. 8:14). Until we restore this
sort of equality in the family of God, therc is a
real question not only of whether we have re-
stored New Testament Christianity but also whe,
ther we are even justified in calling ourselves
children of God (1 Jn. 3:11-18).
But just as New Testament fellowship ex-
tended outwardly to include the Christian's ma-
terial possessions so it extended inwardly to in-
clude his deepest emotional and spiritual needs.
Biblical fellowship means waìking in the light,
confessing our sins to clne another, and beiuing
one another's burdens (1 Jn" 1:7-10, James 5:16;
Eph.4:25).
Alcoholics Anonymous often provides some-
thing more like real fellowship at this k:vel than
do the institutional churches. The sheptical hu-
manist author Kurt Vonnegut observes that:
Alcoholics Anonymous gives you an extended
family that's very close to a blood relatiotr-
ship, because everybody has endured the same
catastrophe. And one of the enchanting as-
pects of Alcoholics Anonymous is that many
people join who âren't drunks, who pretend
to be drunlçs because the social and spiritual
benefits are so large. Ilul. 1,hr:v talk abont real
troubles, which aren't spcihr:n alloul iii clrurch
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as a rule. (F'rom Wampeters, Forma, und Gran-
falloons as quoted in 'I'he Other Slde (April
1979), p. 58.
'lhat, without dottbt, is a secularized form of
New Testament Christianity. It tnay be that God
is building it with such secular "stones" because
his own people have refused to let it happen in
their midst. The implications are clear: Let's get
moving and encourage folks to share with us
their doubt, anxiety, fear, and pain. And some
of us who appeil to be so strong also need to
take off the pious masks with which we cover up
our own need for warm, transparent human re-
lationships.
Finally, it is clear from the New Testament-
and the Old Testament too, for that matter-
that the people of God are a people who pray.
They are a people who know God as a compas-
sionate Father who is blessed by their praises
and who hears and responds to their petitions.
Need I recount here the numerous references to
prayer in the booh of Acts, or the actual in-
stances of prayer or exhortations to prayer in
the ministry of Jesus and the apostolic epistles?
I do not have all the answers to questions
about prayer. Indeed, I count myself among
those most in need of instruction in prayer. But
I have two specific observations which may help
us restore prayer to the center of our spiritual
existence. First, it has recently occurred to me
that discipline in my personal ìife might be very
much like the discipline required to achieve and
maintain my physical fitness. The middle age
spread is no longer a figure of speech for me. In
order to combat it I have to commit myself to
certain activities toward which I arn not natur-
ally inclined. I find, however, that after several
months of regular activity I feel much better
physically. Jogging or swimming laps even be-
come on some occasions a physical-emotional-
spiritual "high." But for those who are not used
to regulal exercise, the very idea of rolling out
of bed at 6 a.nl. to run three or four or five miles
is too terrible to contemplate.
Perhaps prayer is liÌçe that. If so, we ought to
start praying, and we ought to heep on praying
in a consistent, even a "mechanical," pattern be-
cause üre need to prav. lf we pr¿ry because we
think that every moment on our knBes is going
to be an ecstatic vision of the divine glory, we
will Ì.le sadly disappointed. Br-rt if we keep on
praying, even when it isn't the most exciting ex-
ercise and when it taìres considerable emotional
¿rnd me¡ntal energy to pray, then we will experi-
eucll sornewhere down lhe i:oad thosc special
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moments of heavenly communion. Prayer is like
marriage. It takes time, effort, and diligent prac-
tice to learn how to love and serve our mates.
And it takes no less time, no less practice, no less"
discipline to speak with the lover of our souls.
In the second place we need to restore prayer
to its place in our corporate worship. Better yet,
we need to learn to worship through prayer. Or
to put it another way, we need to learn that wor-
ship is in its very essence prayer, and that when
we allow so many other activities to intrude
upon prayer we are to that extent moving away
from biblical, spirituaì worship.
When we think of worship as prayer we natur-
ally think of the prayer time. But at this point
in our service why do we use so litile imagina-
tion? Why do we allow so little opportunity for
congregational participation? Why must it always
be a prayer hymn (standing on the last verse, of
course) and a "pastoral prayer"? Why not a time
for spontaneous sentence prâ.yers of praise? Why
not more use of written prayers-prayers of con-
fession as well as petition and intercession? Why
not two or three prayers or different seasons of
prayer in the service? Why not anything but the
perfunctory, predictabìe prayer hymn/morning
prayer?
And what shall I say of the announcements?
Why, I pray, must they be read out of the bulle-
tin, which all of us have in our hands? And why
cannot we spend fifty minutes in prayer and
praise without the interruption of reminders of
the men's softball game? If there must be an-
nouncements, Iet us separate them from our
worship/prayer, either putting them before the
service or after the service. But, please, not sand-
wiched between "O Worship the King" and the
communion.
The Lord's Supper itself is a "eucharist," a
giving of thanks, a time of face-to-face commun-
ion, remembrance, adoration, and appreciation
of our crucified and risen Lord. The communion
hymn, the communion meditation, and above all
the prayer of blessing should be bathed in the
spirit of prayer.
Many of our hymns are addressed directly to
God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. That is,
they are prayer. And the congregation needs to
be led in singing as in prayer" Above all, the song
service should not degenerate into an exhibition
of the skills of song leader, choir, or instrumental
accompanist.
But, one may ask, how can a sermon conceiv-
ably be considered prayer? The answer is parily
that the sermon is prayer only in the broaclest
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sense of prayer as a devout, sincere ministry of-
fered in the spirit of devotion to the Lord. How-
ever, there is another sense in which the sermon
is, or should be, a celebratioir of the redemptive
acts of God. It should be delivered in the spirit
of praise, even with an occasional exclamation
of wonder and awe at God's goodness, gïace,
and power: "Hallelujah! Praise God for Jesus!',
Against those who decry the understanding of a
minister as a cheerleader, good preaching should
have something of cheerleading in it. A great
victory has been won for us in Jesus Christ. That
is the subject of every New Testament sermon.
And we cannot properly recount that great story
or instruct the congregation in its benefits or
commands without a note of praise sounding
throughout the melodic line of the gospel.
As a people we are quite good at talking about
God. We have sermons twice a week, Sunday
school classes, Wednesday evening study, lecture-
ships, Christian education conferences, Bible col-
leges, seminaries, etc., etc. Yes, we talk about
God a lot. But we are not nearly so adept at talk-
ing úo God. And just because all others from the
Pentecostals to the Catholics also believe in
prayer--and often practice it better than we-
does not mean that it is not essential to the pro-ject of restoring New Testament Christianity.
Indeed, in our zeal to restore certain aspects of
the New Testament faith, which we feel have
been abused or neglected by the rest of Chris-
tendom, we dare not neglect that which is of
utmost importance-consistent, humble, loving
conversation with our heavenly Father.
One professor I know begins his university
class on counseling by pointing out that the
world is filled with persons struggling to cope
with existential emptiness, loneliness, insignifi-
cance, fear, worthlessness, anxiety, depression,
l<lvelessness, sexlessness, disiìlusionment and
searching. He points out that in instances these
people have no place to turn for compassion, ac-
ceptance, healing, and direction. Some tur¡r to
AA, the local mental health clinic, or one of a
score of other social agencies. But surely the one
agency most fully equipped by the Savior of the
world to meet these needs is the church, the
body of Christ*that is, as we see it describecl
and functioning in thr¿ New Testament.
We need this church, and the world needs this
church" Let us, therefore, be up and about the
task of being that church, and of moving in thc.
power of the Holy Spirit to restore to it what-
ever aspects mây have fallen into disrepair or
f
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On the Nose
I feel compelled to thank Jim
Robinson for his two articles on the
Crossroads church (May and June
issues). It appears to me that Jim has
hit it on the nose when he says that
Crossroads is the logical conclusion
of the mainstream doctrines and atti-
tudes in the Church of Christ. It
should all the more point us back üo
the Scriptures, to open-mindedly re-
evaluate some of those doctrines and
attitudes which reign as orthodox.
I have observed similar siüuations
and it has occurred to me that the
large college constituency of a con-
gregation (like Crossroads) makes a
fertile ground for the "cultic" soci-
ety. The Lucas "cult.ure" is less likely
to thrive in a more realistic family-
orient'ed church, where the family
and occupational responsibilities are
predominant (as they should be-{ol.
3:18-4:1, eüc.).
Paul's exhortation seems extreme-
ly apropos: "to aspire to live quietly,
to mind your oïyn affairs, and to
work with your hands, as we charged
you; so that you may command the
respect of outsiders, and be depend-
ent on nobody" (1 Thess. 4ttt-I2).
Tom Wadsworth
Dixon, Illinois
Pious Pretent¡ousness
Jim Roöinson has done a fine
piece of reporting in the articles on
Crossroads, at least as I s€e it in the
methodologl and theology reflected
on the campus at Eastern Illinois
University through the Heritagi Cha-
pel Church of Christ, which has come
under Crossroads influence.
The Crossroads' church's strong
belief in hell does not justify any
"evangelistic" technique whaüsoever.
lVould that they were saving people
from hell! True, they are getting
some younger brothers out of the pig
pen, but they immediately turn them
into elder brothers who cannot re:joice that anyone else but themselves
is loved and accepted by the Father(Lk. 15). Perhaps the best response
to the pious prctentiousness of such
religious pride is a big laugh. It is
really too much to discuss in a com-
pletely serious tone. Thus the follow-
ing from a handout we use on the
campus here:
WHAT YOU ALWAYS WANTED
TO KNOW ABOUT HERITAGE
CHAPEL (And Probably Would Have
Asked Anyway)
1. Why do the people from Heritage
seem so friendly?
Answer: They like you.
2. How can I tell a Heritage member
I don't want to go to his Soul Talk?
Answer: Say, "No."
4. Is Heritage the one and only true
Church of Christ?
Answer: Probably--at least there
:t". ""t 
many like them.
6. Why do so many people persecute
Heritage?
Answer: For different reasons-
some churches are jealous because it
is the fastest-growing church in town.
And then lots of people are naturally
wicked, and, as would be expected,
would throw all the real Christians to
the lions if they weren't in the zoo
(the lions, I mean).
8. I{hen Heritage has my head spin-
ning, what should I do?
Answer: Read your Bible.
9. Do they really follow the Bible?
Answer: Absolutely-except for
the parts ühat don't apply today.
10. Is it possible to go to Heritage
and be saved?
Answer: Sure. God loves every.
body.
J. Robert Ross
Charleston, Illinois
Real, but Negative Vibes
The article on i'A Ceremony of
Divorce" (July issue) mentioned a
need that's very real. Perhaps the
most stabilizing factor for a penon
undergoing divoree is being a part of
a caring body of fellow disciples who
are open, sensitive and loving enough
to even rebuke.
But the article left me with a lot
of negative vibes. ïVhen the writer
said, "My ex-spouse was not ready to
accept the end of our marriage," I
got the impression that she was will-
ing to work at it, talk about it, let
(Continued on p. 30)
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ïhì æ Wæll-kæptWmrnÕn
Dear Ëditor-The following reflections were sent to me "anonymously"' by a
housewife who is married to a self-styled "benevolent dictator." She has a
very nice home, a handsome income through her husband (though she has no
voice in spending it)-and almost no personal freedom. She is not free to par-
ticipate in the life of the church except for one meeting per week. She is not
f ree to support the church f inancially. She is not free to have her own friends.
She is not free to make phone calls. She is not free.
Yet, she is "well taken care of." Her husband is the "head of the house"
to the Nth degree. He provides her with everything he thinks she could possi-
bly need or want. But she can have no feelings, thoughts, desires, or needs
distinet from him.
It is on her behalf that I submit these reflections. Perhaps they might help
some other "benevolent" heads of households to see how their benevolence
is viewed by some wives.
Georges P. Carillet, minister
Snellville Christian Church
Snellville, Georgia
The Parakeet
Consider the paraheet-a captive. The lovely
parakeet is a splendid, household pet. It can be
used just for cornpanionship-merely to have
something warm and alive, yet more than a plant.
It can be an object of admiration and beauty.
AIso, if the owner chooses to become more iu-
volved, he may be richly rewardecl for hours of
training with a bird that imitates his voice and
performs various tricks on command. Sadly
enough, although the bird is loved it must be
kept in a cage. A responsible owner will provide
a large cage, proper food and water, toys, special
treats, and an occasional taste of freedom clut-
side the cage to exercise his wings, but clrunys
within certain limits of a room or a holtse. Awzu:e
of his captivity, the bird is still satisfied. Lifr: is
good, for there are no special hai<ìsl-ii¡:s and no
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responsibilities.
What's this? My tnaster has acc:identally left
my cage dcsor ajar! I thinh I'll talze a quich peek
outside, and maybe iust walh on the top of the
r:age. After all, I'ue been tahen out before, but
neuer without him or without permission. Oh,
this ts fantastit:! I can do what I want now. Great
-r¿orle of those silly tricks to perfornt. What a
relief ! No one is looleing. il'hinh I'll iust malee
one flight araund the room. Wow! ?'his is nice.
lletter get bacle in the c&ge now. After alL, I
dr¡n't lznow how my tnaster ntight react under
these conditions. But this feeLs magnificent.
Ilmm,-c>lzay, one rnore flight" I'ue just got to see
what's outside this room. What's this? So many
roorr7s, and all are so different! I can't stop nou)
-l rnight nr¡t haue onother chance. Oh, the coal
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air feels wonderful under my wings.
Wait! What's tltis bright light through the
doorway? I must explore this larger room. Such
beauty I haue neuer seen. l.here seem to be no
boundaries. Such a feeling I'ue neuer experienced
-freedom! I should go bacle now. I don't know
lzow to care for myself. I don't lenow what dang'
ers are here. But this freedotn! Oh, this freedom!
"Go bacl¿!" I hear an inner uoice scream. "Go
bacl¿! You do not know what this world is about.
Go bacl¿ before it's too late. Where is your food,
your shelter, your warmth? You haue aLways
been protected. You cannot suruiue! Go back,
I tell you, go back!"
Suddenly I see my master standing in the
doorway anxiously scanníng this uast openness
for me. I stop my flight and grasp something
lilze the bar in my co,ge. I wait and watch.
My master calls to me, enticingly. "Come, my
pet. I will buy you o better cage, the best of
euerything, anything you want. Things will be
better than euer." I lenow he cares and I lznow
his loss, and I am sorry for him.
He spots me. Ife is coming closer. What shall
I do?
The inner uoice cries, "I)on't moue and he will
saue you. You will not be puníshed, for he under-
stands that you will be truly repentant for your
misdeeds. He will simply put you baclz irt your
cage. Don't be a fool for otherwise you will
surely die."
Death? But that is the destiny for all liuing
thirtgs. Artd food and safety and shelter-what
do these say about Life? And what of freedorn,
and loue, and respottsibility?
No! I will not go bacle! Neuer! I spread my
wings and soar, rLeuer loolzÌng bach.
ïhe Flaw
A seed is planted in specially prepared soil,
carefully watered daily and watched witÌr eager
anticipation. 'Ihe fÍrst leaf breaks through the
soil and lifts its head to the warm sun.
Mine ! My wonderful, delicate flowerl
First, a wee, bald head appr:ars, then narrow
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shoulders, long thin legs and, at last, ten red toes!
Mine! My beautilul child!
With cold, shaky fingers, a ring is carefully
placed on a tiny finger. "I do, till death do us
part. "
Mine! My very special wifel
A white picket fence, bríght red shutters and
a friendly old rocking chair on the front ¡rorch.
A "For Sale" sign tossed on the freshly cut grass.
Mine! My hard earned house!
Hands clasp, an embrace.
Mine!My friend!
My money! My jobl
Míne! Mine! Mine!
Yes, my child, but there is one f'law;
Iam the Creator.
You are the Caretaker.
Sorry, I Give at the Office
"IJi Floney! How are you?"t'Tired. t'
"How was your day?"
"Fine. t'
(Sigh!) "Nice to get the kids down so we can
be together."
"Yeah. tt
"Boy! This is the greatest book. Listen to
this. . . ."
"Wait 'til a commercial, okay?"
"Sure,...I-Ioney, I have a question about a mis-
sing chech when you have a moment."
"Sure, later."
"lJm, I'm reaìly sorry to kee¡l bclthering yclu,
l"rut it's bedtime arrd I sure wcluld like to discuss
some things with you. I...I have this problem,
and I need...."
"Not now, later! This is the best part of the
movie. "
"Bnt I need to talir with someone. It will only
talte a minutc¡."
"Later,I said! Now don't bother me agâin!"
"But later never comesl I need you nclw! I
love you, a-ìld.."."
"Fine. Later."
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OrganñzationaË SX6,åm
By MICHAËL HALL
Jesus' Good News is like new wine. It's time
that we get gloriously drunk on it!
The trouble with new wine is that it is still in
process: it's not static. It has a dynamic within
it that causes it to expand. That's why the wine-
skins need to be new. If they are old, they will
be brittle, fragile, unable to flex and expand with
the new wine. The structures through which
God's Good News speak to us and through
which we work, Iive, worship and witness, need
to be flexible enough to allow growth and ex-
pansion.
It's axiomatic that the Good News must be
incarnate to have visibility. Otherwise, it re-
mains in the abstract: merely theological and
ideal, but with no concrete expression of reality.
The community of believers (the church) is the
visible manifestation of the new wine, the Good
News. It is the wineskin, the "body of Christ,"
the appointed housing for the truth. It was the
dynamic nature of the Good News that deter-
mined the nature of the body, the wineskin. The
Good News was announced and when men and
women responded to it, it manifested itself in
dynamic community (Acts 2).
But herein lies a danger. Organizations have a
terrible tendency to dull the dynamic of original
inspiration of idea that brought them into exis-
tence. Usually, when a prophet arises with a new
insight into truth, a movement begins. A few dis-
ciples catch on to the ldea and dedicate them-
selves to it. But gradually, the group has to de-
velop forms, structures and methodologies which
they use to give expression to the ldea. Ðventu-
ally, the dynamic group grows to be the Organi-
Michuel Hall is preachittg tninister al Central Church of
Christ in St. Lr¡uis.
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zatton. Administration becomes a formidable
task in and of itself. Thc result?'lhe original Idea
gets deserted as the Organization develops its
own logic, its own raisotz d'etre.
After the first generation of disciples is gone
and the second generation is in r:or-ltrol, the Or-
ganization's self-interest begins to come into
conflict with the ldea. The laws of group dy-
namics are always operative whenever two or
more persons are working together in a project.
The very activity of organizing ourselves to be a
vehicle for Jesus' Idea of Good News calls atten-
tion away from that idea. We become interested
in ourselves: our structure, ollr politics. The Or-
ganization develops its own self-interests: self-
preservation, self-growth,
Given enough time-unless renewal, reforma-
tion, and rediscovering are constantly tahing
place-the Organization will br:come inimical tcl
the Good News ldea which gave it birth. It will
cease being a vehicle of the Truth. Instead it wiìl
become a prison. Its leaders will becorne ward-
ens. Its functioir will be that of sitting on the
Idea, protecting it, lest someone else get it and
run with it.
This diversion of emphasis occurs l:ecause
there is a need to find practical ways of applying
the Good News ldea. As th<¡ News is related to
mundane matters of everydav life, attention is
drawrr away from the ideal to the practical. Prob-
lems have to be dealt with, conflict has to be
handled. Leaders of the Organization find that
they often do not have tirne to rneditate about
the Idea any longer. Starry-eyed idealists can't
efficiently operate an immense organization.
Rather, pragmatically-oriented execntives who
can produce results are needed, exetcutives rvho
sornetimes have never personally car,rght a glimpse
of the Idea.
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What arr¡ the consequ€ìnces of this r:volving
process'/'Ihe Organizati<>n gr:ts bigger and Ïrigger.
Administrative duties increasiirgly demand mc¡rr:
l,itne, morc t:x¡rertise, ìì1ore Ilropa¡4einda tech-
niquers. Issues, problerns and irnmediatc r:rises
have to be attr:nded to. 'lhe Iclea is relegated to a
secoirdary position. Iìverrtually, the Idr¡a of Good
News begins to sound quite foreign and alien to
thc Organization. It sr:ems too idealistic, so it is
slowly pickcd at, white-washed and altered to be
more compatibìe with the advertising canipaigns.
Sometimes, however, men and women alise
from within tìre Organization who havr¡ caught a
glimpse of the original ldea (tìrr: Good News).
Thr:y are enthralled by it and serlse a greal need
for discovering it afresh. They call for renewal.
But renewal is difficult. Reformation ofl the Or-
ganizatior"r is a formidable tash.
Why? Ilecause the force of inertia is against
renewal. lt's r:asier not to resign, than to resigtì.
Drift has always been easier than decision. It is
more comfortable to just go aiong than to statrd
out and raise a voice of protest about abttses!
Prophets have aiways seemed extremely liable to
getting burnped off-especially if they come
down ont of the hills and into thr: marketplaces.
Cleansing tem¡rles has always ber:n risky busi-
ness, and has been the death of more than one
crusader!
Sr-.cond, there's the factor of tradition. As th<t
Organizatiorl grows, traditiorrs gr-ow Lrp thal cap-
tivate peoplel's sentimt:nts. 'Ilhose who have not
given their fr,rll allcgiance to thr¡ clriginal kìr:a
often have pledged their allegiaucc aud loyalty
to their Organization's traditions. They cot'ì[ie-
quenl,ly fecl tìrreatencd whel-t sonreolre clucstions
the traditions. Bcsides, thert:'s the lìleventh Clclm-
rnar-rdment of t:very orgauizatiotr: "Thcltt shaI1,
not roch the boat. "
Third, l,lrere's thr: factor of dr:fensc mechan-
isms. T'hcse are psychological and emotiorlal
ways of hiding' from thr: flaws that threatt¡n our
icìentity" Individr-rally, we alÌ use them to dr:fend
ourselves and to lie to ourselves. We i"ationalizcl
away our far-rlts, we project them onto others,
we repress our awareness of faiìings, we blanre
otlicrs fclr our fauìt,s, or we ustl some other suclr
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nrr:chanism which prr:vr:nts us frorn seeing and
dealing with the reality.
Ilow then do we bring about rcnewaì? FIow
do wc: call back the body to the original Good
Ncws lcìea that gave birth to the Christian com-
munity? I think we need to start with a reap-
praisaì of our attitude toward the Organization.
Thr'l Christian "church" (society, fellowship, as-
sernbly) is but a vehicle of the trr-rth--the wine-
skin. It is not the rcality itself.It is not tl"re Good
News event. Rather it results from the Good
News event of Christ's invasion to this planet.
iL'here ¿.s a difference betweer-ì the Savior and the
Savior's commui-rity of savcd peo¡lle, That's why
we nr-:ed to have a spirit of relinquishment with
rcgar<1 to our feelings about our church, our
party, oì.rr group. We need to be partially de-
tached from malçing it our Savior.
Whenever Christiar-rity becomes a monlrment,
it tends to imprison the Good News. It needs to
be structtrred and experienced as a tnouetnent.
Sclf'-preservation is not the objective of the
chr-lrch. Whenever we direct our attention toward
truilding, preserving, enhancing, and protecting
ourselves, we've turned our attention away from
the Jesus ldea. Our loyalties to the Organization
shouid always l:e tentative and provisional. The
whole concept, "My party, right or wrong,"
should be utterly alien to our thinking. To think
lihe tl-iat mahes us prisoners to a systern instead
of seivants to a Savior.
T'he solution also lies in our nr:r¡d to constantly
be rediscovering flor otLrselues the Good News
Idea that gave birth tc¡ the Organization in the
first place. To losc sight of the vision, to take our
eryes off tìrc Good Nr:ws Pcrson, the T'ruth that
became incarnate and gave r:s a glimpse clf real-
ity, is to losr: our porspective and to end up
flounclering or to end r"rp with sot"ne pseudo-goal"
Let us allow the Christian society of disciples
to be not an Orgatrization but an organisttt. liv'
ing, flexiblc, changablc, growing, develclping, rna-
turing. i,et it be a uew wine-skin. l,et it be a
t.tchir:le, of the truth and not idolize itself as if it
were the 1,rutl'll Jesus is lhe Truth (and the Way
and Life); Ìre is 1,he lìealitv, tìre Good News'
What we need thcl:efore is a new taste of the
new wine^-¿r fresh visicltl of Jcsus! t
The Christian church is but a vehicle of the truth-the wineskin"
!t is not the reality itself, but results from the Good News.
We need to have a spirit of relinquishment with regard to our
feelings about our church, our party, our group.
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God deal with them, but that he was
not. He had apparently closed the
door on God and didn't want God's
recreative power to touch them and
make their marriage work. That
stnacks of utillfulness in the sin of
divorce. (Divorce ls a sin.)
The solution to marriage prob-
lems isn't a divorce ceremony where
both partners can find justification
for their refusal to learn how to love
and respect each other. The God of
the resurrectiorl can energize couples
and even resurrect "dead" marriages,
infusing them with life and love. I
felt the article reeked with unbelief
in coping out of God's resources.
That's not to discredii [he sugges-
tion that a ceremony or ritual is a
bad idea. I think it does have validity,
especially for a person who has been
(Continued from p. 25)
deserted. As I see it, the ceremony al-
nrost has to be a singular experience,
because it seems incongruous that
two believers who affirm God's crea-
tive power cannot work out a rela-
tionship wherein they can learn to
love and respect each other! "Incom-
patibility" seems an utterly stupid
rationalization for divorce, consider-
ing the God of transformation and
personality development that we wor-
ship and pledge our allegiance to. He
can work in us-if we open ourselves
to him.
Michael Hall
St. Louis, Missouri
Divorce lsn't'Natural'
I take issue with Sam Norman in
his position on divorce ("4 Cere-
mony of Divorce"). I agree that the
church must face the reality of di-
vorce arrd minister to our torn-apart
brothers and sisters. Yet to equate
the unnatural event of divorce with
the natural events of birth, death,
and marriage, through a church cere-
mony is asking the church to sanc-
fi¿¡n divorce.
Another point that leaps out to
me within lhe written ceremony is
that any person who could be mature,
loving, and forgiving enough to en-
gage in the ceremony does not need a
divorce-they can make it.
LaJuana Burgess
Austin, Texas
Staying Awake with Mission
Here we are in Quanah*without
Mission we might go to sleep or go
hungry or anything. Here is payment
for a five-year subscription towards
staying awake, alert, and chewing.
Manda Baucum
Quanah, Texas
Faith, wherever it develops into hope, causes not rest but unrest, not
patience, but impatience. lt does not calm the unquiet heart, but is itself
this unquiet heart ìn man, Those who hope in Christ can no longer put up
with reality as it is, but begin to suffer under it, to contradict it. Peace
with God means conflict with the world, for the goad of the promised
future stabs inexorably into the flesh of every unfulfilled present.
Jurgen Moltmann, A Theology of Hope
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Every good Restorationist must have a
built-in appreciation for such fads as the Back-
to-Basics movement. In school, tt's the three
Rs. In footwear, earth shoes; in eyewear it
is (was?) granny glasses; among the college set,
bib overalls. In many of our churches, the
basics consist of a never-ending sermorl on the
Five Steps or the Five Acts of Worship, be-
lieving that this returns us to the apostolic pat-
tern, the basic fact of our existence.
The commercial and business world has not
ignored this mentality, in fact has made
every effort literally to capital-ize on it. It's
an interesting exercise to see just what Fact of
Consumer Existence is the most basic*.what
the Big Onion would peel back to, if we could
find the most basic Thing at the core of
our existence.
I used to think that the real estate trade
had the Thing isolated. I was trying to subsist
as a Christian journalist by selling houses,
and I was captivated by the profound and
sweeping slogan, UNDER ALt LIES THE
LAND. How much more basic can you
get? That grandly describes the very soil that
nourishes our roots.
But then some creative sales motivation
person raised my consciousrless to the fact
that the Land Underlying it all was nothing
compared with the still more basic work of
us sales persons. I knew then i;hat the most
fundamental Fact of the universe was the
transaction that pìaced the land into produc"
tivity, and my new slogan was NCI'fF{iNG
HAPPENS UNTIL SOMETHING IS SOLD. It
was a fine notion, filled with almost misty-
eyed motivation to get out there and sel/, the
most basic of all human activities.
But a recent article in tìre Kiwanis magazine
presented yet another <-iption, and thus made
BACK TO BASICS
_ALL THE WAV
me question whether I will ever really settle on
the Most Basic Thing. The article's title made
the All-underlying Land and the Sale both pale
in basic significance: EVERYTHING, it in-
sisted, BEGINS WITI{ A PENCI[,. What? In a
way I suppose it's true.
But a more serious return to basics is needed
amöng us, It takes us past Sales and Steps and
Acts and Pencils. It is a beginning point fre-
quently overlooked by Restoration mentalities
who fix on the way the church was in the
first century or the 19th century or the '40s
as their point of fixed return. The Basic Fact
to which we must return is the fact of Creation.
We could learn from our Roman Catholic
neighbors a sounder doctrine of creation. lf we
could rediscover the fact that God made us
and our world and pronounced it "very good"
there would be a more positive cast to our
movement.. There would be a healthier affirm-
ation of beauty and joy and the "natural"
things of life. There would be less fearfulness
of how the world will turn out, more confi-
dence that the future is God's since the past
was his. There would be less distrust of the
kinds of people God created-male and female,
brown, red, yellow, blach or white. There
would be fewer fine points to argue with our
religious friends about, and greater confidence
that they, as well as we, are equipped by God
to find him.
'lhis affirmation of creation is not sullied
by the Fall, as some dour theologians hold. In
Jesus the Christ, faìlen creation is re'created,
all things are become new. So Under All Lies
God's World;Nothing Happens Until Our
Roots Are Acknowledged;and Everything Ber-
gins With Genesis 1,.
Bumper stichers anyone?^-BAcK TO
IIASICS: LIISS INDIGNA'IION, MOR.E
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lrvinq, Texas 75062
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Ready for a new definition of an 'a cãppellö
chorus'? That's the rather tongue.in.cheek
name of a. group of Church oT Chrisl , , '
homosexuals in Houston who have
publicly soliiited new membors. lVlïesion
board member Lynn Mitchell inter.
views them to ask why.
